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City tickets Bricker
Parking oversold,
not enough space for permits
by Margaret Stone
For one dollar, it is possible to
buy a temporary parking permit
and park in one of the 517 student
parking spaces. More likely you'll
end up parking on a city street for
five dollars every three hours. It
seems the Business Office is par-
tially aware of the over-
crowded parking facilities, but will
still continue to aid students
through the transit strike by selling
temporary permits.
Monday at 11:30 am, a count of
cars was taken onBricker and Ezra
Streets. It indicated that 79 cars
were parked in 'no parking' zones.
Ofthese 79 cars, 14had valid, per-
manent WLU parking permits. Ap-
proximately five other cars had
valid temporary parking permits
and at least 35 cars had WLU jack-
ets and school books within, indi-
cating student possession.
Judging by Torque Room chatter
those students who paid their $30at
registration are not willingly park-
ing offcampus. The reason is, that
after the517 available studentpark-
ing spaces are gone, the Business
Office, in collaboration with the
Security Offices, sell another 20%.
The reasoning behind the oversell
is thatnot all students willbe using
the lots at the same time, and the
excess will balance out by those
coming and going.
The Waterloo Regional Police
have indicated thatthey are not to-
tally sympathetic with the WLU
parking problem. They must en-
force the city by-laws, which
means ticketing all students who
park unwilling but illegally, on sur-
rounding streets. Afterthreehours,
some unfortunate student may re-
ceive a five dollar city parking tic-
ket. It isconceivable thatan officer
could return every following hour,
and adjust the ticket upwards five
dollars per additional hour. Mr.
McKee, from the city revenue, de-
partment, feels that with the transit
strike, some police will give warn-
ings to students to indicate they aire
withina 'no parking' zone. McKee
also said that the trouble oflimited
parking for WLU students is one
that has been experienced every
year.
One hundred and four parking
spaces are available for WLU stu-
dents at St. Michael's Church,
while the church holds on to 40
spaces for themselves. Father
McDonald has said he has found no
student discourteous and has had
few problems. One ofthe Father's
main" worries is that of students
parking on the lawn. Admittedly,
the Father has called our Security
Office and the Regional police
when his parking areas have been
violatedand the students have been
ticketed.
Security has admitted finding
remnants of parking tickets blow-
ingaround the parkingareas. Many
students refuse to pay for parking
in a 'no parking' zone or faculty
parking lot. However, after three
or four outstanding parking tickets
and numerous warnings, you may
find that your car has been towed
away.
Ifa student believes he has been
wrongly ticketed, he can present
his argument for review toan estab-
lished parking committee.
Tuesday at 3:00 pm, there were
approximately 30 available parking
spaces in the top lot onKing Street
while the ldt behind the Women's
Residence was packed. Late after-
noon cannot be considered a peak
time as most ofour students come
for class at 9:00 am and begin to
leave around 2:30 pm.
Atthe present time, theBusiness
Office admits to not being aware of
the student parking problem. They
did not know that students with
permanent parking permits were
forced to park elsewhere and were
receiving city parking tickets. Sec-
urity has said, however, that some
students have approached them to
complain of a lack of parking
spaces. Until those students who
have paid for a parking permit and
have been unable to park on cam-
pus report their grievances little
will be done with regards to this
unforgiveable situation.
In our student handbook, it is
stated that further
realizes thatnotall the studentswill
seekparking at any one given time,
and therefore allow for a 20% over-
sell above the actual spaces." It is
time that this policy be changed, or
some sort of deal made with the
Administration to pay for parking
tickets received when the univer-
sity lots are full.
Parking has been oversold again this year, and with theTransit strike, there is a real crunch for parking
space. It is so bad thatpeople who have a valid sticker are receiving tickets from the city because they
are forced to park on Bricker St. photo by Parton
Transit drags on
by Mary Purves
Perhaps the most significant as-
pect ofthe entire transit strikeis the
fact that absolutely nothing is hap-
pening. City. Council and the
Kitchener Transit drivers and
mechanics are at loggerheads and
neither side is willing to back down.
Kitchener City Council is re-
mainingfirm on their increase offer
ofseventy cents an hour on ayear's
contract. Striking workers are just
as adamant intheirrequest for sixty
cents an hour, retroactive to the
first of June, and a further increase
of forty-four cents on the first of
November. So negotiations have
come to a complete standstill due
mainly to "bullheadedness" as Bill
Mazmanian, president of local 304
of the Canadian Brotherhood of
Railway and General Workers, ex-
plained it.
Mazmanian also went on to
gest that the onus is on the people
now if the bus service is to be re-
storedin the TwinCities,and urged
some form ofvisible support for the
striking drivers. This is, perhaps,
the most effective way to indicate
to City Council that the people of
the city have had enough ofthe in-
convenience of a transit strike.
As students, many of whom are
lucky enough toown cars, most of
us are not greatly inconvenienced
by the strike, after all, we have all
learned the finer artoftravellingby
thumb. The people who are really
at a loss because of the strike are
senior citizens. Those people who
live inretirement homes are fortu-
nate because theirtransportation is
arranged" by the home for the
group. Those Senior Citizens who
live in their own homes, however,
are entirely dependent on family
and friends to get around, which is
an inconvenience for all con-
cerned.
K-W residents who suffer from
some sort of physical handicap
usually enjoy a certain amount of
freedom through the use of public
transit and now find themselves to-
tally at a loss when it comes to get-
ting around.
City Council has received a few
petitions from concerned citizens
but protests need to be a little more
frequent and a lot more visible if
they are to have any effect on the
situation.
Laurier students who are in-
terested in doing their bit to speed
up progress in the strike negotia-
tions are urged tocontactany ofthe
local council members or the
mayor, at their homes, preferably,
so you don't get sloughed offby an
over-efficient secretary. Lists of
the council members and their
phone numbers and addresses can
be obtained by contacting the Clerk
at the City Hall.
The strikers in front of the bus depot on King Street. The man second
from the left is union president Bill Mazmanian. photo by Grabowski
Turret renovations
by Claudia Staines
If you're among the norm in
campus life here, you have spent
many hours in liquid peace at the
Turret. You know where it is; do
you know what it looks like?
According to JanO'Brien, who is
in charge of the Decorations sub-
committee of the Pub Committee,
you should know. You should
notice the veryodd, multi-coloured
paint job,the cold austerity of the
room. You shouldnow imaginethe
Turret redone in the manner of a
Medieval English Pub, in dark col-
ours and wood work. That's how
the Pub Committee envisages the
pub, hopefully to become reality by
the end of Christmas vacations.
"This won't give the room a
night club atmosphere," O'Brien
explained,- "but warm surround-
ings that are still casual." The
committee's most pointed argu-
ment is that the Turret generates a
good profit and that the students
here now who use the facility
should see where their money is
going. "It has been decorated for
special occasions, and the whole
place changed, for the better."
However, there are some watch-
dogs around who will be question-
ing the valueofspending justbarely
under five thousand dollars to give
the Turret atmosphere. Warren
Howard, who is a SAC Grad rep.,
feels that the pub is there ' 'to pro-
vide cheap entertainment and li-
quor." He fears that the renova-
tions might not stop with the plans
John Weiss of Master Graphics
drew up. Aubrey Ferguson echoed
the sentiments. "The Turret is a
cheap place to drink; it doesn't
matter what the room looks like."
And he too feels that until the Pub
Committee states exactly what the
pub will become, until there is a
statement of policy and priorities,
SAC should move carefully in the
funding of the decorations.
Dave Ferguson, VP-SAC, sug-
gested recently that some money
will probably be spent. "The place
is lacking," he said, "though it is
undeniably well used." He also
feels that there could be a request
for a second bid from another firm
to do the renovating. ' 'We can af-
ford to spend the money, but there
is a chance to use the operating
surplus from last year to help pay
offthe mortgage on the SUB." The
mortgage is coming up for renewal
in January.
Howard too believes that there
are greater uses for the extra
money than spending it on atmos-
phere. He also mentioned that
there was a lot ofmoney spent last
year, some ofwhich was probably
unnecessary. Approximately
$5,800 was spent on refrigeration
and cooling systems and plumbing
which all had to be installed to
comply withthe licence and operat-
ing requirements. Nearly $1,700
was spent on decorations last year,
cont'd on pg. 3
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HELD OVER 4 more days
"I WAS OVERWHELMED!"
-KION RADIO
"A FASCINATING PORTRAIT!"
-HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
"A TALENTED CREATIVE ACTOR!"— KFWB RADIO
"EVERYONE'S WILD ABOUT HARRY!"
-NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE .
****#^*******************
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NOW PLAYING AT BOTH THEATRES
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Junction Hwy. 401 & 24 - Next to the Holiday Inn
GO BY BUS
Gray Coach University Service
Direct from Waterloo Campus
To Toronto and Woodstock-London
Express via Hwy. 401
Board buses on University Aye.
at Theatre Auditorium
FALL TIME TABLE
NOW IN EFFECT
TORONTO SERVICE
Express via Hwy 401
Leave University
Mon. to Fri. - 3:05 p.m. & 4:50 p.m.
Fridays - 12.35 p.m. & 3.45 p.m.
Return buses from Toronto to Campus
Mon. to Fri ? - 7.00 a.m.
Sundays 7.30 p.m.,* 8.30 p,m., *G9.50 p.m. & * 10.50 p.m.
* via Islington Subway StationG—Locally via Guelph
WOODSTOCK-LONDON SERVICE
Express via Hwy 401
Read Down Read up
Fridays Sundays
6.15 p.m. Lv. University Ar. 6.40 p.m.
6.35 p.m. Lv. Kitchener Terminal Ar. 7.10 p.m.
7.25 p.m. Ar. Woodstock Lv. 5.55 p.m.
8.05 p.m. Ar. London Lv. 5.15 p.m.
Individual Tickets Available from Driver
Toronto and London Buses loop via University, Weslmount, Col-
umbia and Phillip, serving designated stops. Buses will stop on
signal at intermediate points en route and along University Aye.
ADDITIONAL DAILY EXPRESS SERVICE
FROM KITCHENER BUS TERMINAL
See Time Table No. 6
BUY "10 - TRIP TICKETS" AND SAVE MONEY!
10 Rides
WATERLOO-TORONTO ...;..,. .$31.90
Tickets have no expiry date; they do not have to be, used by
purchaser; they may be used from Kitchener Terminal or from
Waterloo
-Tickets and Information for this University Service
Available at the Games Room, S.U.B.
r iwvar-Vt_at*_i f p* I J
KITCHENER TERMINAL
GAUKEL ft JOSEPH STS.
GrayCooch
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
TELEPHONE 742-4469
which included things like table-
cloths and coasters and match
books. Part of that sum was spent
on hanging screen tapestries that
are now in storage but will be in-
corporated in the new decorations.
John Weiss, in a recent tele-
phone interview, gavethe total cost
as $4, 985.26, divided almost half
and halfbetween labour and mater-
ials. He said that he thought a par-
tial job could be done, but that no-
thing would co-ordinate, leaving a
half-done air in the room. He then
queries, "Can more money be
made if it's re-decorated?"
Inequality for
women charged
in universities
A report, prepared by L.C.
Payton, examines women as ap-
plicants for full-time study in first
year undergraduate programs, as
full-time under graduate students,
as full-time master's levelstudents,
and as post-doctoral students.
In general, the report finds-that
"women do not have equality of
participation with men as students
at any level in the Ontario univer-
sity system."
Using 1973 data, the report
shows that women accounted for
only41 percentofthetotal applica-
tions for full-time first year-studies.
They accounted for 51 per cent of
the applicants in arts, but for only
29 per cent in science. And ifappli-
cations are looked at by type of
program sought, more significant
variations occur.
Programs in areas of "traditional
female occupations" such as edu-
cation, household science, and
nursing showed a high percentage
of female applicants, ranging from
73 per cent for education to 97 per
cent for nursing.
Programs related to "traditional
male occupations" such as busi-
ness, and engineering however
showed ratios offemaleapplicants:
23 per cent in business and only 4
per cent in engineering.
Noting that a comparison of ap-
plicant figures with actual registra-
tion data shows "no evidence of
discrimination against women in
the admission practices of Ontario
universities" the study points out
that the applicant figures "clearly
show that fewer men than women
sought admission. . .and that their
choice of programmes were quite
different than those for men."
"This situation may have re-
sulted from basic attitudes on the
part of society as a whole, from
parental beliefs, from counselling
in the secondary schools or from
the liason activities of the univer-
sities".
The only recommendation made
to change the situation is the sug-
gestion that universities "examine
their promotional and liason prac-
tices to ensure that the benefits of
post-secondary education . for
women are stressed and to point
out the opportunities for women
existing in other than 'traditional'
areas."
Further inequities between men
and women students are revealed
when actual full-time enrolment
ratios for the undergraduate, mas-
tersand doctorallevels ofstudy are
considered.
Using 1971-72 data, the report
shows that women represent 38per
cent of the undergraduate popula-
tion, 25 per cent ofthose studying
at the masters level, and only 18per
cent at the doctoral level.
The report makes no conclusion
about factors which produce this
steadily declining female participa-
tionrate as academic level ofstudy
increases, exceptto note that "the
most simplistic view" that women
are "not as career motivated as
men" requires "much more evi-
dence than is available."
A letter from the new editor
by Mary Purves
Long before anything else is said
or done I would like to stop for a
moment, collect my thoughts, and
extend an enormous "thank you"
to Fred Youngs for the excellent
service he has performed as editor
of the Cord Weekly.
Like most people f have always
been a relatively regular reader of
the Cord .. .in other words, I flip
through it every Thursday
morning.. .so the names of the
people involved rang a few bells.
What I really didn't know about
was the incredible amount of time,
patience and concern that goes into
each issue of the Cord.
Fred has devoted himself to this
for over a year now and has done
much to encourage a superior staff
and develop a tremendous news-
paper. He is easing out ofhis posi-
tion as Editor because he is pres-
ently in the throes of seeking apro-
fessional career in journalism.
His leaving will make this office
seem so emptyand soquiet, that he
will be sorely missed by all those
people who have had the pleasure
ofworkingforhim. I wouldparticu-
larly like to thank Fred for the time
and patience he has contributed in
his efforts to teach me the millions
of tricks related to the running of
this newspaper.
I am sure that Claudia, Dave,
Rick, Ross and therest of the mot-
ley crew up here would like to join
me in a sincere thank you'to Fred
and our best wishes for his con-
tinued success
We would also like to stand and
join in a rousing chorus of Happy
Birthday Fred.. .and we do mean
it, even though you did have to buy
the round yourself...
While I'm at it I really want to
thank everyone in the Cord office
for all the help they have given me
in these days of total disorganiza-
tion. All I can ask is that you bear
with me and wait for the day when
it finally falls into place and I'll re-
ally know what I'm doing around
here. In the meantime, keep at it,
you are all doing a terrific job.
I would also like to encourage
anyonewho is interested inwriting,
typing, or any kind of involvement
in the Cord to feel free todrop upto
the office any time. There are all
kinds of friendly individuals here
whoare willingtoanswer questions
or encourage you in any way.
For those of you who aren't
familiar withthis part ofthe school,
the office is justafew steps past the
Games Room, a long stride from
the SAC office, and justacross the
hall from Radio Laurier and Dean
Nichoi's office.
Renovations
cont'd from pg. 1
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Henninger. MeisterPils.
Adifferent Differentagain,
tastingbeer. f j
Henninger tastes different from Canadian Meister Pils is a truelight tasting German
beers because it's made from different pilsener brewed from the same ingredients
ingredients and in a different way. Only two and in thesame wayas it is in Hertninger's
row barley is used. Yeast is especially flown Frankfurt brewery. Now you can enjoy the
in from Frankfurt. It's doubly fermented. light distinctive taste that has madepilsener
It isallowed to carbonate naturally. It tastes the most cetebrated of all the world's beers,
like a German beer because it is.
Henninger. Das Schmeckt. Both Henninger and Meister Pils are made
inHenninger's own independent brewery
and are available at your brewers retail out-
let for justa fewcents morethan regular beer.
Two Germanbeers in fatlittlebottles.
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comment
Back sometime in April of 1974 I wrote my first editorial and called
it The Workers of Spain. It was a mass of undulating, compressed-,
demented ravings. Since that time I have been, on a more or less
regular basis, the person who wrote the editorial. It all ends with this
one. This is it, my retirement column.
Before we getto the meat of thiseditorial I havetosaythank-youtoa
few people. First to Janet Huber, my stalwart companion in many
endeavours and projects unrelated to this paper as well a£ being my
harshest critic and strongest security point. To Henry Hess, my alter-
ego last year, who presently toils for the Chevron, their gain, our loss.
To Dumont Press Graphix. They put up with some of the worstfrom us
and have had the patience to continue. While I'm here, I would I ike to
apologize to them for the fiasco which I perpetrated last week and
thank them for not dropping our contract out of sheer disgust. To Rick
Campbell,for his reliability through the past year. To John Carpenter,
whereverhe is. To peopletoo numerous to mention, whohave fed me,
wittingly or unwittingly, news.
The reason that I am taking leave of this joband this school is quite
simple. I am thoroughlyand unequivocably bored with it. I remember
my idyllic days in senior public school and high school when if you
went to universityyou were definitely going somewhere, but I am not
sure where. University is not all it is built up to be and I doubt it ever
will. It is also one of thebetterhavens foravoiding! he worlds outside.
It is my contention that there are too many here who should not be
here and there are altogether too few students. I know of only one or
two people who honestly love learning, come here for an education
and are fulfilling a dream by getting their B.A. They are the ones who
should be here, and they deserve to be here. Unfortunately there are
too many who come for the ride and take the honour of the achieve-
ment away from those who have earned it.
One of the chronic problems withrunning the paper on this univer-
sity is the incredible lack of news. There is nothing, short of residence
raids, to report. My position on raids is well known. My position on the
ridiculous amount of alcohol being sold here is also somewhat fam-
ous. My position re apathy is notorious. They are all interrelated.
A week ago, two people wrote on how they raided/were raided.
One of the writers wanted their submission run as an article. I ac-
quiesced to a letter. The reasoning they had for using it as an article
was the number of people that wjere involved in it.. .575. Staggering
indeed. It took me a while to realize that there isa lot more happening
than what goes on within the confines of Willison, Little, Conrad and
MacDonald residences. Some people, I think, may never real ize this.
I used to criticize some papers that came in from other schools for
their attempts to cover national and international issues. Beyond their
scope, I would say. And that is essentially true, but they have the right
viewpoint. Consider the province alone. Even justeducation. Tuition
could go up, OFS is existant, but not at WLU, there is the question of
the quality of education and professor's unions. All questions to be
covered and explained. My best advice to Mary is to increase the
scope and direction of thepaper. I am confident that she wilkbeable to
see beyond 575, 0r.2500 people.
Which brings usto SAC. At the last meeting, Warren Howard stood
up and made a proposal that suggested that youare not getting enough
for your fees. In fact, with rough, but accurate figures, he concluded
that SAC gives back about 19 dollars, and this included salaries and
office supplies. So, he suggested, let's do something for free. Free
movies, lower admission for pubs, free concerts, something that will
fulfill the money that comes in. The reactions of the councillors was
disbelief on the-whole. Not shocked, not wild, things never get that
rowdy. Just disbelief, signalled by a slight shuffle in the seats and
uninhibited coughs. Theproposal went down, not surprisingly.
SAC operates like a business. They have before, and theywill in the
future. Mark Fletcherasked me last year what-was wrong with making
a profit, and there is really nothing wrong. But a better question is,
what is wrong with losing a little money now and then when it will
benefit the students? Nothing when you are making money hand over
fist in the Turret, when you had an unjustified fee increase two years
ago, money that is not even nowneeded. SAC must stop operating like
abusinessand Hansenand Pippy muststopcontrollingthe money like
it is all theirs. It seems to me that they forget that there is more to life
than paying offthe mortgage, that they are responsible to the populace
to provide a little more than the Cord, Directory, and a few other
regular tangibles.
This won't come about, however, until you get off your collective
posteriors and move them. I once cal led you, the populace, the 2,000
most boring pedple I had ever encountered, and until there is more
action from you otherthan rushing the Torque Room at 10:00A.M.,
you will remain so to me. Dead boring, with a lackadasical and slow
administration which is more interested in turning a profit than being a
little more adventurous with their projects.
Good luck Mary, it is a bitch of a joband you'll need all thehelp you
can get. Gotta go.
Fred Youngs
letters
SAC expenditures questioned
Blair Hansen, President
W.L.U., S.A.C.
Dear Mr. Hansen:
It was with fascination and in-
credulity that I read the article "3
hours to pass SAC budget" in the
September 25, 1975 edition of the
Cord Weekly.
To digress for a moment to an
article entitled "Savings or Sanita-
tion" in the September 18, 1975
edition ofthe Cord. In this article
we were informed that SAC, in a
move to cut maintenance costs by
30%, had contracted an outside
cleaning company, Control Build-
ing Services, to clean the SUB,
rather than using the University
maintenance staff as previously
had been the case. The article inti-
mated that since supplies (towels,
tissue, soap, etc) had not been in-
cluded in the originalcost estimate,
and necessary manpowerseemed to
have been grossly underestimated,
the original projected savings of
30%were quicklybeing decimated.
Furthermore, it was suggested that
incomplete daily maintenance of
the building could result in physical
deterioration and increased repair
costs in the future.
Since no absolute costs ofeither
cleaning service were given (i.e.
dollars), but rather an impre-
ssionistic but relative 30% figure
given as savings, the students are
as yet unaware ofthe actual poten-
tial savings of this move, nor of the
reduction in savings due to the
above stated reasons.
In any case, the purpose in at-
tempting to realize this 30% saving
was to utilize the money in reduc-
ing the outstanding mortgage debt
on the Student Union Building.
At this point you may begin to
see the connection between my
digression and the current article
"3 hours to pass SAC budget".
It seems incongruous to me that
SAC should be uncertain and eva-
sive about what to do with the ex-
pected surplus of $10,555 in the
budget. Is it not both logical and
reasonable that this money be ap-
plied to the mortgage, probably
with more effectiveness thanthe
dubious 30% saving in maintenance
costs'?
And my senses are further
shocked to incredulity when I read
onthe same front page, that SAC is
contemplating an outlay of $4,950
for decorative renovations to the
Turret. How easy SAC has forgot-
ten the previous urgent and over-
riding "long range goal" ofreduc-
ing the mortgage debt.
I hope you will consider these
suggestions from a concerned stu-
dent. Afterall.it is my (our) money
you are handling.
Michael Johnson
Firstly, thank you for sendingme
a copy ofthe letter you sent to the
Cord. This enabled me to reply to
you this week rather than replying
in next week's Cord.
In regards to your initialpoint on
the decimating 30% savings for
contracting out, this estimate was
made on figures received from
Control. It has now become clear
that the savings will not be as large
as had originally been hoped but
the fact stillremains that a reduced
maintenance cost will result. The
main concern for contracting out
was to save money when possible
while still maintaining a quality
service. This will be achieved but
to suggest a figure which is not ac-
curate yet would be oflittle value.
In addition, the contracting out
would not continue if it was be-
lieved that damage to the building
would be a result.
As a further point, the surplus
which is budgeted is to provide for
the operations ofthe S.A.C. during
summer months (3 full-time and
one part-time employee) and allow
the new council some operating
funds. Problems have arisen in the
past when S.A.C. has budgeted
close to a breakeven and due to
unforeseen expenditures (i.e. Isaac
Hayes) almost been driven into
bankruptcy.
Finally, the priorities with Which
the S.A.C. concerns itself are both
long and short run. The re-
negotiation ofthe mortgage for the
5.U.8.,ifpassed in aCouncil meet-
ing, will save the students over
$180,000 during the next 12 years.
Renovations to the Turret would
provide aesthetic values which one
cannot measure in terms of dollars.
In the case considered, S.A.C.
could afford to do both but it is
Council's decision as to whether
both, one ornonewilloccur. There
are also anumber ofotherpriorities
which the council might consider,
such as an elevator for the S.UrB.
or an increased involvement in
programs such as Career De-
velopment. The Student Council
meetings are open for all to attend
and such involvement is encour-
aged.
Sincerely,
Blair Hansen
President, S.A.C.
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Through the Smoke
Why my car is falling apart, whizz, whizz
Parallel parking in front of an
auto-wreckers really shouldn't be
anymore difficult than parking
anywhere else. It is though. The
car you're driving smashes up over
the curb, splashing and grinding
through the boulevard grass. Your
face gets all hot and you roll the
window down as you try again.
This, however, !s a mistake be-
cause then you can definitely hear
what the sidewalk fix-it whizzkids
are saying about your ineptness.
And thewhizzkids, theyare any-
thing but inept. They arrive at the
auto-wreckers, buy their needed
part, take theirtools fromthe trunk
and fix it right there on the road.
Lifting and dropping an engine, for
them, is just another Saturday af-
ternoon errand, stuck in between
buying some milk and picking up
Johnny after his soccer game. An
afternoon errandfor them, equals a
weekend of a summer project for
you. (Remember, it took you four
months to complete a simple fibre-
glass and touch up paint job.)
Anyway,after you'veparked the
car, probably at least three feet
from* the curb, you've got to find
the parts counter. This is always a
difficultjob, especially since itusir-
ally entails asking the whizz kids
who can barely stifle their laughter
while answering you. <
Once you do actually find the
parts counter, your trouble im-
mediately grows bigger. The parts
man stands talking motor oil to an
old crony. The crony not only
knows motor oil well, but from the
looks of it probably drinks a quart
or two ofita day. A sudden smash-
ing fear strikes you. You don't
know any numbers. These people
like numbers, need numbers. En-
gines are referred to by number.
The parts man is looking at you
now. If you don't say something
he'll go back to talking motor oil
and you'll have to leave.
"Ah, you got a gascapfor a 1970
(a number!!!) Cortina?
Ofcourse, theparts man doesn't
know. You'll have to go back into
the morgue to see. The parts man
always tells'you to follow some-
body. That-somebody is the mor-
gue guide, who stands below the
parts man but above the wrecker-
serfon theautomorgue hierarchy.
So, its off into the auto morgue,
picking your way along the littered
paths between thetowering piles of
auto parts. The auto morgue guide
is always at least half-way to the
back of the morgue when, he's
pointed out to you, so you are left
to follow as best you can. The big-
gest danger is the gigantic magnetic
trucks which dash around the yard,
heaving corpses from here tothere.
You'd think that working among
the dead, these huge trucks would
begin tb have a kind of respect for
the living. Not so. They are a con-
stant threat to one's ability tokeep
on walking and breathing.
Anyway, haying caught up with
the morgue guide, you are im-
mediately transfixed by the viol-
ence ofhis ways.Anything thatcan
be kicked out of the v way is.
thing that can't be kicked, must be
violently" thrown. And anything
that to which neither can be done
must be properly profanely so in-
formed. Indeed violence pervades
this whole yard ofthe dead- Maybe
its inherent in dead auto yards or
maybe the first auto-wrecker in the
world was just particularly violent'
and the violence is just an auto-
wrecker custom, a union rule.
When the morgue guide is ready
to talktoyou, and you ask himfora
gascapfor a 1970Cortina, he looks
at you somewhat strangely, as if
perhaps you had just invited him to
accompany you to a gay bar.
"All our Cortinas are over there.
You can check and see if there are
any."
"Over there,"naturally, takes in
at least one third ofthe yard but at
least it's better than having to
check the whole yard.
While tripping over smashed
speedometers and so on and peer-
ing at the five orten dead Cortinas,
it becomes obvious that there are
no gascaps around. Heading out,
all the while trying to avoid the
lethal magnetic monster, you won-
derwhy themorgueguide lookedat
you so strangely. Why djdn't he
just say there were no Cortina gas-
caps? Just on a chance, youlook at
all the othercorpses you pass tosee
if they have gascaps. They don't
and it slowly dawns on you.
What is the mostloseable part on
a car? A gascap.
What, then, is going to be an ex-
tremely high demand item? A gas-
cap.
And who would ask for such a
thing? Only the most un-whizz kid
ofthem all.
By this point, everybody in the
morgueknows thatareal un-whizz
kid is around and all the wrecker-
serfs are dropping their, destruct-
implements and running to get a
look. Crowding around the front
gates, they cheer and wave as you
stumble over past the parts-
counter. The oldxrony extends an
oily hand which you cannot even
presume to shake.
You fall into your car, unparallel
park withanunusual degreeofinef-
ficiency, practically killing two or
three whizz-kids who were stand-
ing near your car laughing at your
sloppy fibreglassing job. Then
backing down 124th Street about
six times as far as you need to, you
smashand grind intofirst gear, stall
about ten times, and finally speed
offto Harvey's where the insulting
cook always drops your burger on
the"floor and gives it to you any-
way. And they think immigrants
got it bad. Try being an un-whizz-
type kid.
BackTalk
President Frank C. Peters is
an admitted football fan and
is, inhis spare time, the Presi-
dent of this university.
I understand that this col-
umn is designed to give indi-
viduals an opportunity to ex-
press an opinion in some area
of personal concern. The
editor has given me the
privilege of launching the
series.
On June 26,1975,1 received
a letter from Dr. J. Stefan
Dupre, Chairman of the On-
tario Council on University
Affairs, asking me to comment
oh supplementary grants for
Ontario Universities.
Provincial grants"are based
on formula weights by which
we receive one basic income
unit (BIU) for each general
arts and general science stu-
dent.'Music students receive
two BIUs; business students
one and one half. In this way
all programs carry a desig-
nated BIU weight. The value
ofthe BIU for the last budget
year was $2,111.00. The tui-
tion fee paid by the student is
deducted from the BIU in-
come.
I favour this system offund-
ing the operations of univer-
sities. It permits the university
to manage its internal affairs
and allows for a subsidization
of programswhich operateat a
loss but are considered to be
essential.
My beef is that certain uni-
versities have received extra
grants above the formula in-
come. Four "small" and three
"large" universities were sing-
led out for additional funds.
So long as a global support
figure for all universities is
fixed by the Province, the sup-
plementary grants which come
from the total allocated sum
actually reduce the value of
the BIU. In this way the uni-
versities which do not receive
grants are penalized.
Wilfrid Laurier University
was not the only institution
which did not receive sup-
plementary grants. Certain
.universities which had size-
able deficits applied for sup-
plementary grants which were
granted while other institu-
tions did not receive «xtra
grants.
My strongest objection to
supplementary grants has to
do withthe inevitable pressure
which their continuation
would foster. They work
diametrically against the
whole formula concept, which
was "to provide an objective
mechanism for determining
the share of the total Provin-
cial operating grant to be allo-
cated to each university."
(CUA Report, November 15,
1966, p. 2).
Universities need adequate
support for operations. Furth-
ermore, it may be argued that
individual universities may
well have specific problems
resulting in uneven financial
positions. However, I cannot
support individually
negotiated supplementary or
adjustment grants which do
not grow out of a publicly
stated formula.
If the Ontario Council on
University Affairs should re-
comend adjustment grants
for certain universities, let
such grants be awarded ac-
cording toan explicitformula.
Each university must have_
equal access to these grants,
with no penalty to universities
with balanced budgets.
There has been considera-
ble agitation in the Province
that universities must set their
houses in order. I believe that
supplementary grants are un-
fair since those universities
which make hard decisions are
discouraged when they see
other institutions receive what
appears to be preferential
treatment.
What is sauce for the goose
must be saucefor the gooster!
Backtalk is a new column, in-
itiated to open a forum to the
entire universitycommunity,for
whoever wants to write and to
the community in general.
Submissions mustbe signedand
typed. The topic is your own
choice. a
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Commerce
StudentServices,
Atthe Commerce, we offer a complete Get to know the people at the
range ofstudent services, to help you Commerce on or near your campus,
with your banking needs. Services Drop in and ask about opening a
that you'll heed now, and after savings account with us.
graduation. We think you'll find our people
"Kike savings accounts, to help are tops, too. —your money grow. A variety of loan \\
programs, including Bankplan and ™, . y->i 1 " CANADIAN IMPERIALstudent loans. Chargex, and more. bank of commerce
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GRADUATING STUDENTS
Considering A Career In The
Public Service Commission of Canada??
Thursday, Oct. 9/75, 1:30 pm, Rm IEI
Information session with P.S.C.C.
Representatives
Tuesday, Oct. 21/75, 7:00 pm, WLU
Public Service Commission Examinations
Wednesday, Oct. 22/75, 7:00 pm, WLU
Foreign Service Examinations
For Further Information and Application
Forms Check with The Placement Office
Motor Hotel jjy
871 VICTORIA ST. N. - 744-3511
NO JEANS PLEASE
THIS WEEK IN THE
Crown Room
MISS NUDE CANADA
Golden Lion Lounge
HOME BREW
Julie Ann Lounge
MILESTONE
COMING NEXT WEEK
SMALL WONDER
OKTOBERFEST TICKETS NOW ON SALE J
t For the finestin Canadian
LOBSTICK . .I I handcrafts
Tel. 742-2401
v
visit THE LOBSTICK at No. 5
Market Village, Downtown Kitchener
We feature handwoven clothing, pottery,
jewellery, wood, glass, works of art
but there's more!
Kitchener's new and unique Market Village
is half a block east of the Farmer's Market
Open each Weekday, Thurs & Fri until 9 pm
S Birthright offers an alternative to abortion for women witha problem—pregnancy—by offering free pregnancy test,housing, legal aid, medical aid, maternity and baby clothing.Completely confidentialBIRTHRIGHT 50 Church St. Kit. 579-3990
Iml A AH
"TWO"
WELCOMES YOU
rO^Q°*
(Jeans permissable) *"
STUDENTS HOME AWAY FROM HOME
Something to"cheers"abouf:
Now the glorious beer of Copenhagen is brewed right here in Canada.
It comes to you fresh from the brewery. So it tastes even better than even-
And Carlsberg is sold at regular prices.
So let's hear it, Carlsberg lovers. "One, two, three ... Cheers!"
ENTERTAINMENT
films: Why Canucks won't flock to see HST
by John H. Redekop
Some months ago a local postal
clerk explained to me that the
notice "Canadian Stamps Only,
Please" had been posted to try and
stoD the use offoreign stamps. Ap-
parently some local Americans
can't understand why their money
is gladly accepted as currency up
here but their stamps won't move
mail. Doubtless the producers and
promoters of "Give Em Hell
Harry!", billed at The Cinema in
Kitchener, will be equally perp-
lexed by the almost certain failure
of their quality production to at-
tract masses of movie goers.
But the explanation is obvious, if
the fast paced Hollywood peddlars
will only stop to think for a mo-
ment. For all its similarity, Canada
hasnot yetbecome part of theU.S.
Truman, in retrospect, was a
colourful and fascinatingpresident,
but not of this country. Truman
nostalgia hasn't penetrated these
northern backwoods and never
will.His administration, cloudedas
it was by the dropping of two
atomic bombs and criticized,
rightly orwrongly, forbeing soft on
Communism just when the Cold
War got started and for firing the
popular General MacArthur, never
evoked any lasting emotional fer-
vour in these parts. In his day tele-
vision had not yet brought the
American first family into Cana-
dian living rooms. Bess and Mar-
garet (you must of heard of them)
were hardly the equivalent of Ja-
queline and Caroline and in any
event HST, despite his impressive
accomplishments, remains for
Canadians little more than an un-
exciting link between the much
more popular FDR and Ike.
The film itself consists of a 97
minute monologue with a greatvar-
iety of invisible audiences and ver-
bal sparring partners. The predict-
ably salty, authentic Truman vul-
garity comes across—very effec-
tively. But the numerous refer-
ences to American events and per-
sons (Bradley, Acheson, Harri-
man, Jenner, Marshall, etc.) will
probably bore the average Cana-
dian viewer who can't be expected
to know them and who statistically
wasn't even born when Truman
upset Dewey in 1948.
The many memorable one-liners
(e.g. "Conceit is God's gift to little
men.") are spoken by James
Whitmore with a much greater
smile of self-satisfactionand smug-
ness than Trumanever showed. In
general, however, the portrayal is
first rate, that is, as first rate as a
monologue can be. It is probably
impossible to produce an excellent
feature film having no plot and in-
volving only one actor but
Whitmore's recitation of Samuel
Gallu's script comes reasonably
close.
However, the script itself leaves
something to be desired. The al-
most moralistic crusader image of
HST and his administration is
clearly a blatant exaggeration.
Truman and his Pendergast
Machine hangers-on hardly were
that Simon-pure. Much remains
unsaid.
Understandably many middle-
aged andmoreor less sophisticated
Americans find this depiction fas-
cinating. Not only is the nostalgia
satisfying in its ownright but look-
ing backwards takes one's mind off
the present. Truman nostalgia
helps take the Watergate tarnish off
the Presidency. As a concise but
highly selective documentary the
soliloquies give Truman's version
of controversial events involving
Potsdam, atomic bombs, Korea,
MacArthur, etc.,but they don't tell
the whole story.
Since the movie lacks any plot or
logical sequence, it is more impres-
sive in its parts than as awhole. To
like its parts, you really have to be
interested in Truman before the
show starts. Obviously the live au-
dience which flitsacross the screen
periodically had considerable em-
pathy with Whitmore as Truman
and listened eagerly as second-
hand Trumanisms filled the hall.
They wanted to gain a new ap-
preciation for part oftheir past and
they were not disappointed. For
them Truman edged up several
notches.
But rating and re-rating Ameri-
can presidents is simply not the
common parlour game in Canada
which it has been for a century in
the U.S. Indeed, Canadians are
barely interested inrating their own
leaders and really don't care very
much whether Truman has been
under-rated or not. Ameri-
canophiles and students of
politics will probably enjoy this
film and should see it; as for others,
well if The Exorcist or Jaws kept
you awake nights you will find this
effort an excellent and enjoyable
antidote.
Amazing facts
The best in Canadian bands
by Ross MacDonald
Amazing as it may seem, there
are somevery talentedmusicians in
Canada. However, they are often
overlooked due to the fact that
many a rock fan has been brain-
washed by the A-B-C sound ofsuch
bands as Bachman-Turner-
Overweight and The Guess Who,
both ofwhich appear on theK-Tel
record label. Although each band
has the basic potential to produce
creative music, they have decided
to follow in the footsteps of other
Top40 greats such as Terry Jacks,
Neil Sedaka, and Elton John. It
should be noted that the rumours
are true that the songs on the last
B. T. O. album are the same as those
on the previous one. However, the
names have been changed in order
to protect those guilty ofproducing
such repetitive and boring rubbish.
In recent months, much of this
new Canadian talent has been re-
vealed to the public. The most
popular, Myles and Lenny, have
released an album which is selling
very well and features a refreshing
style of guitar/violin oriented
music. Although two of their songs
have hit the AM radio market, air
play has been limited and this has
saved the band from being classed
the "commercial type".
Myles and Lenny's recent Cana-
diantourhas proventobe a success
and has featured as a backup act a
group called the Garfield Band.
This band is definitely one of the
most unique and exciting bands to
come out ofCanada. This was evi-
dent acouple ofweeks ago ata U of
W concert in which they surprised
many people whohad only come to
see Myles andLenny. Their talents
cover a wide range of musical
scopes, and, by incorporating a lit-
tle more style into theirefforts, this
band could very well be one to
watch.
The newest band to appear on
the scene is Small Wonder. Unless,
one was sufferingfrom insomnia or
alcoholic poisoning and is unable to
see the stage, thisband appeared at
the Turret last Thursday. Although
they have been together for only
nine months, all ofthe band mem-
bers have had previous experience
with other top Canadian bands.
Drummer Bill King is a former
member of Lighthouse while Jerry
Marin (Bass/Lead Guitar/Violin),
Jimmy Phillips (Keyboards), and
Henry Small (Vocals/Violin) all
played with Scrubbaloe Cain.
Despite the shortspan whichthis
band has played together, their ex-
posure to the public has occurred
rapidly. They have toured with
such top acts as, Lynrd Skynrd,
Roxy Music, and most recently,
they appeared with Jeff Beck in To-
ronto. Another tour has also been
planned and it will cover 30 U.S.
cities.
Ninety percent of the group's
material are original, results of
Small's and Morin's writing. The
music itself contains many differ-
ent styles and according to Small,
his influences include "everything
and anything". This was his reason
for leaving Scrubbaloe Cain and
forming a band which could pro-
duce a more versatile type of
music- Phillip's mastery of the
keyboards and the use of double
fiddle players enables Small Won-
der to achieve a very diversified
sound.
The grouphas presently signed a
$400,000 contract with Columbia
Records. The result ofthis will be
an album and a single entitled "It
Was Meant to Be". The album will
be produced by Joe Wizzard who
also produces Helen Reddy and
Earth, Wind and Fire.
It is hoped that bands such as
Garfield, Small Wonder, and
others which I have failed to men-
tion will continue to play their own
style of music and not fall into the
hands of those good people at
K-TEL. If this were to happen, the
top album of 1976 could very well
be "Small Wonder Plays The
GREATEST Hits of The Bay City
Rollers".
Ed. Note: 8.T.0. had planned to
release a "Best of8.T.0." album,
but it was cancelled due to lack of
songs and an unavailability of
studio musicians.
Musical offerings
by Agnes Day
The second Music at Noon con-
cert was held in the Seminary
Chapel on Thurs. Sept. 25 withvis-
iting artist Naomi Rowley playing
the new chapel organ. A large audi-
ence was again on hand for the con-
cert. Included on the programme
were works from Bach to the
Twentieth-Century outlining the
music for the liturgical year.
This year's symphony series got
underwaylast weekend with a con-
cert of works by Berlioz,
Tchaikowsky, Handel and Boro-
din. Oboist Richard Dorsey was
featured in Handel's Concerto No.
3 for Oboe. Conducted by Stuart
Knussen, the orchestra shows con-
siderable promise for this season.
Musical Notes
It has been reported that Puffin
Mather has beenmonopolizing the
piano in thebasement of32 Bricker
for practicing keyboard harmony.
It is hoped that the Dean will look
into this matter soon.
All music students are eagerly
awaiting the future premier ofMiss
A. Solemnis and Miss A. Brevis
performing their improvisatory
duet for violin, four hands. Ifprog-
rammingpermits, itwill befeatured
at an upcoming Friday concert.
The K-W Symphony Brass sec-
tion is back infull force after having
one of their players sidelined with
injuries. First trumpet, John Lick-
ner, was hit in the embouchure by a
cannonball while innocently
swimming in the summer. He is
now back in condition and doing a
fine job in his regular position.
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THURSDAY OCT. 2
—Concert: Music at Noon
Series; Pierre Souverain on the
piano, 12:30at the Theatre Au-
ditorium.
—How to prepare yourresume:
1:30-2:30 rm. 4-20.
FRIDAY OCT. 3
—Jr. A Hockey: Kitchener
Rangers vs. Sudbury, 8:00at the
Kitchener Auditorium.
—Concert: Music Faculty; Stu-
dent Recital in 3C15 at 2:30.
SATURDAY OCT. 4
—Concert: Rory Gallagher and
Mahogany Rush; Don't miss
this chance to see one ofrock's
premier guitar players; two
shows at 6:30 and 10:00 in the
Theatre Auditorium.
MONDAY OCT 6
—Campus Interviews: A pre-
sentation by Horace Braden
1:30-2:30in 2-207.
TUESDAY OCT 7
—SACfilm: El Cid(English free
film)
WEDNESDAY OCT 8
—Lecture Series for Women:
Topic: Female Sexuality;
Kitchener Public Library,
8:00-10:00.
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WELCOME
TO OKTOBERFEST °^Friday Oct 10 to Saturday Oct 18
x Tickets available at Heidelberg Haus
(Glenbriar Curling Club)
Mon - Fri 1.1 am -5 pm Tues & Thurs 7pm - 9pm262 Weber St. N., Waterloo 884-0522
"A lost mine on the Cariboo Trail" ||
....— ■ ■ -——-—""""■Qri fill> LWe're looking . . . I
for people who want fun and good times in I 'the relaxed, enjoyable atmosphere of the Y=="Cariboo Lounge. Once inside, you'll forget j
everything else except the friendly people
j and comfortable surroundings. We've also
J added a Saturday Matinee (3-6 p.m.)1 Come, see for yourself! " ; <^) — ——--.-- " .jNO COVER CHARGE upon [
| | presentation of this coupon Don't forget | sal
I Thursday Night Only Saturday \jM
featuring Matinees I Ij
I IJSAHART J J
Next Week Featuring m
THE DON HINTONSHOW^
£ Evenings - no jeans please _ -»
I Bridge Street KifcrTener - 744-6367 §
MmWKmV A t I " flam &^m*\
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There's real good news in the
prices at...
KmX
m westmount place
pharmacy 578-8800
MON—SAT 9am-10 pm
SUN and HOLIDAYS 11 am - 9 pm
Rollerball:great impact at end
by Dennis Barber
Every true sports fan enjoys
watching any game which com-
bines skill, dedication and most of
all, sheer physical energy. In this
sense, the game ofRollerball is the
greatest show on earth. Norman
Jewison's film, Rollerball, is one of
the most emotionally powerful
films to have been made in the last
few years. One is attracted to this
film by its raw energy and sheer
brutality. The action is continu-
ously drivingtheaudience to higher
levels of frenzied anticipation.
The film succeeds in capturing
that inner desire we all have to win
and never lose. The story line de-
velops the classic confrontation of
the individual versus the state oras
in this case, the player and the
game.The rules ofthe gameare set
by the corporate society to destroy
the individualism displayed by the
players.
In many ways, this situation is
analogous to the NFL, NHL,
NBA, etc. One is attracted to this
film in almost dn animalistic way;
we seem to enjoy the prospect of
experiencing injury or possible
death on the field of play. It gives
me arather uneasy feeling to see a
movie audience cheer everytime
the hero delivers a death blow.
This film differs from your run of
the mill violence flick by the fact
that it is served up to us with great
style. Jewison's photography and
direction is superb; the musical
score by Andre Previn courtesy of
Beethoven sets up a perfect con-
trast to the continuous violence of
play. Actor JamesCaan is adequate
enough as the superstar of Roller-
ball but, it is actor John Beck who
shows us that he deserves leading
parts in future films.
The ending ofthis film is so pow-
erful that you leave the theatre
numbed by it's impact. In many
ways, Rollerball is the best game in
town.
Next Week: Laugh and Death
Radio Laurier
This week Radio Laurier fea-
tures the music and commen-
tary ofAlan Marshall, Wednes-
day, 6-9 pm.
Campus and community news
on Radio Laurier features the
beginning of a series of inter-
views of people involved in
SAC. Bruce Slatter, Director of
the Board of Student Activities,
will be interviewed on Radio
Laurier News Tuesday, Sep-
tember 30, after the regular
news broadcast at 5:30 pm.
Mike Strong, the Commissioner
ofUniversity Affairs, will be in-
terviewed at the same time
Thursday, October 2.
Listen to Radio Laurier News
and Sports, weeknights at 5:30
pm and weekdays at 11:45 am.
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Anyone interested in
Democratic Socialism
who would like to join
a Young Socialist Club
please contact
Sam Wagar at
884-3190
%s ... THERE'S MORE TO A DIAMOND THAN DAZZLE
True diamond quality is determined by
four factors. CARAT Vvefght... which denotes size
and not the quality of the diamond.
CUT ... brings out the fire and sparkle.
COLOR ... captures the.spectrum of the rainbow.
And CLARITY. We'll be happy to explain
all these factors... come "C" for yourself.
mm B* GEMOLOGIST
■•lllslslailli I N Ow ON STAFF!
BJMiiUMH 30 KING Wpp KITCHENER Iv y
©Ministry ofColleges andUniversities
Ontario
James A C. Auld. Minister
J. Gordon Parr. Deputy Minister
Answers to Last Week's
Word Scramble
YIELD BREAK POUNCE
SLOWLY ACTION
The kind of wizards WLU turns out: PINBALL
WORD FIND
What's your major?
In.the systematic maze below, are hidden—they may
be vertical, horizontal or diagonal; frontwards or backwards. Betcha
can't find all twenty!!
HS ILGNEAERJOSOME
PCLWOBKWPARGTLWY
OIMUS ICIHCN-ERFMG
PSYCHOLOGYGOAAAO
HYRA I LC I AES LESTL
IHTASOI IRMCONCHO
LPSCTGQMOLIGI lEP
OM IMOY, ADELMYF SMO
S IMORNYMONORTSAR
ONETYAPO I UNGVATH
PSHS INAPSTOXYLI T
HPCASDFGHJCO I CCN
YZOYHPARGOEGPESA
QIREERS
Public Service Canada
The Federal Public Service is now recruiting
graduates of '76 for careers next spring in
the areas of:
Applied Sciences
Social-Economic Sciences
Pure Sciences
Health Sciences
Administration
Applications must be postmarked no later than
MIDNIGHT, October 14, 1975.
GENERAL EXAM: October 21,1975
at 7:00 p.m.
FOREIGN SERVICE EXAM: October 22,1975
at 7:00 p.m.
/
Information and application forms are
available at your Campus Student Placement
Office.
This competition is open to both men and women.
■ j*p Public Service Fonction publique
Canada Canada
jßr THIS WEEK
If KEELER HATTY ll
111 Next Week Mon. - Thurs. Only ifljL SALTSPRING JH
Hawks 34
Plumbers SPORTSHavaHelluvaHomecomerHawks
WITH THEGREATEST OF EASE: Hawk quarterbackGord Taylor(12) flies through the
air on oneof his 15meanders. Hawk blockers lookfor more plumbers to mash while
photo by the ace man
Waterloo defenseattends cheerlead ing practice inforegrou nd. Love those new Hawk
uniforms, eh?
Hawks no nice neighbours to Waterloo
by Rick Campbell
I don't know your name
stranger, but I've seen your foot-
ball team somewhere before...
Some of the players have come
and gone,but the Scriptwas identi-
cal last Saturday as the Hawks
clobbered the Waterloo Warriors
34-1 at Seagram's Stadium.
This win marked the fourth year
in succession the Hawks have
wiped the plumbers. Our victory
also allowedus to retain possession
ofthe Bar O-O trophy, which goes
annually to the winner of the game
between the two universities.
I was foolishly deceived during
the pre-game introductions that the
Warriors had changed their
always-say-never attitude. Water-
loo defensive back Kurt Defazio
roared out on the field, roared at
the Hawks and roared offthe field.
The next time he roared was when
he was pulled from the game in the
second quarter for taking foolish
penalties.
Waterloo surged to a command-
ing 1-0lead in the first quarter on a
33 yard single by punter Dave
Sprik. Admittedly, Sprik gave
Waterloo its only field position all
afternoon with superior punting.
However, one ofhis punts early
in the second quarter went about
seven and ahalffeet as FredBrown
of the Hawks made like a
Kamikaze pilot and blocked
Sprik's attempt, giving the Hawks
excellent field position at the
plumber ten.
Moments later Rick Haswell
plunged over from the four and the
Warriors plunged over for the af-
ternoon. Rick Chalupka added a
second Hawk td before the half on
another short skip to paydirt from
the three, and placekicker Mike
Karpow rounded out our 18-1 half-
time lead by converting both
touchdowns, kicking a26 yardfield
goal, and adding a single on an 80
yard kick-off.
WLU locked up thecontest early
in the third quarter. For some
strange reason the plumbers
elected to give us the ball starting
the third, and they also gave us the
wind for the fourth. For-any new-
comers, it must be explained that
Waterloo is world-reknowned for
doing strange things on the football
field, so at least they started the
third quarter in consistent fashion.
After Rick Chalupka and Chuck
McMann put us in excellent field
position with powerhouse running,
Gord Taylor made a Houdini fake
to slip over for six on a keeper.
Coach Knight viewed this scoring
march as the turning point in the
game; believe me, if Waterloo
wasn't dead before, they sure rolled
over'then.
Karpow's convert upped the
margin to 25-1, and Mike handled
the scoreboard for the rest of the
afternoon with three more field
goals, including a game-ending 46
yard boomer which had to instill a
great deal of confidence in number
76.
Although the 34-1 verdict justifi-
ably indicated total Hawk domina-
tion, it was felt by some that the
score would have been considera-
bly higher. There seemed to be a
few rough edges in our offense; of
course they went unnoticed against
a team of Waterloo's calibre, but
consensus dictated the offensive
effort two weeks ago in Toronto
was superior to our output last
week.
Chuck McMann continued his
season long habit of giving free air-
plane rides to all enemy defenders
as he carried them for 117 in
20 trips. More important than the
yards gained, Chuck's seemingly
indefensible method of charging
down the gridiron just has to de-
moralize his foes.
And speaking ofdemoralization,
-ol' crazy legs Taylor did a pretty
nifty jobhimself, gallqping all over
hell's halfacre for 92 in 15, plus the
major Not bad running for a
guy who didn't practise all week
until Friday because ofa sprained
ankle. But don't tell the plumbers,
it might make them feel bad.
Waterloo was obviously notTex-
pecting usto pass because wide re-
ceiver Wayne Kemick was often
left wide open and bagged three
passes to keep up with the OUAA
western division leading receivers.
Just as the Hawk coaches planned,
the Warriors shuffled their secon-
dary to place added coverage on
our receivers, which allowed us to
revert to the running gameandrack
up 329 yards on the ground.
Ah, our defense. Without a
doubt the bestcollective effort this
season. As Coach Newbrough
pointed out, "with one or two
minor exceptions, the defense did
everything we asked them to." In-
cluding Brown's blocked punt and
fumble recovery, Hawks forced
seven Warrior turnovers.
Linebacker Garry Wilton led the
interception parade with apair, not
bad for a guy with one arm in a
brace. But don't tell the plumbers,
it might make them feel worse...
Ironically the star of the 34-1
Hawk victory was a defensive
player. Fred Brown threatened the
outdoor high jump record when
blocking the second quarter punt
which led to our first touchdown.. Eager beaverFred also pounced on
a loose pigskin in the opening quar-
ter to stall a Warrior drive and in
the fourth quarter, oh boy, let me
tell you about it.
Warriors gambled on an innocent
looking third down, Tim Weiler
maingamblee.ButBrown threaded
his way into the Waterloo play-
ground and STICK! That's what
Brown did and that's .what Weiler
looked like. First down Hawks.
See you next year plumbers.
However Brown's excellentper-
formance was amply com-
plemented by his defensive
cronies, who choked any and all of
Waterloo's efforts.
Hawks are back at Centennial to
take on the Western Mustangs this
Saturday afternoon in the big
Homecoming event. We need an
instant replay from the defense and
a slightly more polished and diver-
sified offensive effort to beat the
Stangs, which would greatly in-
crease our chances to finish in the
top three. ,<-
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Insight
Out
No, you're wrong, this isn't Thursday morning.
It's Saturday afternoon, and I'm sitting here at Seagram's Stadium
basking in the sun as the Hawks are puttingthe screws to Uniwat 34-1,
The game itself is very entertaining, especially since we're on our
way to our first victory of the season. Speaking of entertaining, the
crowd at the game is putting on a half-time performance of its own.
Before, during and after the game.
I'll be honest with you. I'm on a nostalgia trip. Yup, it's been over
threeyears sinee I last sat in these stands to watch the Hawks siug it out
at Seagram's. And let me tell you, as far as college scenes go,
Seagram's can't be beat for taking in a football game.
The plumbers have us pretty welI outnumbered today, but in bod ies
only. Our section is cheering just as loud as.. .lookout Rick, almost
got hit by that potato chip bag. Knew I shouldn't sit that close to the
Waterloo section. Anyway, we're cheering louder than they are, but
then again we've got slightly more to cheer for. And our hats, much
classierthan the drab plumber peaks. No contest, on the field or on the
heads.
Tell us, Rick, what are you trying to say? What I'm trying to say, is
that there is an added dimensiontoa Saturday afternoon footbal I game
at Seagram's which to me has been missing during the Hawk stay at
Centennial Stadium in Kitchener. That dimension is general crowd
enthusiasm .. .oh, oh, somebody just lost their brand new.hat.
At Seagram's, if the referees came on the field and did a Samurai
sword dance for two and a half hours, the crowd would go home
happy. I mean, where else can C.P. go around pretending it's every
girl's birthday justso he can get a peck on the buss from the female
footbal I fol lowers. And ifyou had any idea that B.W. was going (watch
it C.P., the one in the brown sweater is a guy)'to take on the whole
piumber spiritband withhis two index fingers, well you wouldn't want
to miss a minute. Not everyone at these gameswalks on the wild side
though. There's conservative D.H. down below (dammit, the femme
behind me justfailed to negotiate her mouth with herwineskin again)
wearing a rainhat and the whole kit. Cause D.H. heard a rumour that
Accuweathersaid itwas goingto rain, and when Accuweather says its
going to rain, it usually. ..you guessed it, brilliant sunshine. That's
okay, D.H., you fit right in.
I'm not making fun of the crowd here. I think it is great as long as
everyone has a good time, cheers on their team, and as long as Knute
McGlute doesn't stand right in front of me carrying on a play by play
shouting match with the spotters in the press box.
Besides general crowd ehthusiasm, Seagram's Stadium also affords
many other possibilities to students of both universities.
Sure it allows kids a few down the hatches before (watch it C.P.,
those three have black W's on their caps) game time, with the full
knowledge thatthey justhave to walkacross the street, not hopbehind
the wheel, to get to the game. If that is what some want, fine and
dandy. But Seagram's also projects campus identity due to its proxim-
ity to our school and "reaches out"and grabs the campus kids for the
2:00 p.m. kick-off.
This el iminatesthe need for buses down to Centennial and the strol I
across the campus to the stadium heightens the excitement level in
players and fans al ike.Afterwards the game is kicked around more on
Albert Street than it was in the stadium.
Being a geography sort from way back, I also appreciatethe pleas-
ing backdrop of the stadium, especially in this autumn time-slot. An
uroan touch to one end, beautiful tress and parkland across the way,
and the tennis set playing sets behind the scoreboard. I dunno, (watch
it 8.W., these cops are forreal) Seagram'sStadium just seems to be the
place to play a footbal I'game. With strong vocal support, and a 6,000
seat potential capacity, it just has to be worth more than a touchdown
to the home team.
One mustn'tknocktheCentennial Stadium however. It provided an
excellent orphanage for both the Hawks and the Warriors when
Seagram's failed to pass it's physical. And since Seagrams was always
considered to be a "Warrior Stadium" the Hawk athletic department
naturally was searching for a park they cdtrld identify with as a Hawk
home base. Centennial was there.
Economically speaking, Centennial provides a better deal for the
Hawks, who are now operating on the second year of a three year
contract which is negotiable annually. And management down at the
Kitchener facility has treated us very fairly during our stay there.
The fact remains that there is just not the "total scene" when the
Hawks play at Centennial Stadium. I was beginning to wonder if true
football spirit had gone by the boards with cheerleaders and so on.
However, Seagram's sure put that thought to bed. Pass her up, holy
jumpin :x%)&"(*, Oskie wee wee, We are Waterloo, TOUCH-
DOWN! The whole show.
You know, it sure would be nice if for the rest of the season Hawk
fans would come out to Centennial and support the team the way
they're doing right now here at Seagram's. Meanwhile, Seagram's ol'
buddy, it's sure niceto be back. RightC.P.? Now whyareyou all just
sitting there with dazed looks on your faces? It's Thursday, so get to
class. Wayyou're daydreaming, you'd think it wasSaturday afternoon
or something . ..
Rick Campbell
Complex Corner
Touch Football
Touch football started off last
week on the practice field with all
nineteen teams in action. Each
week several teams will befeatured
in "spot games" which will be re-
ported weekly, with different
teams each week.
Last week the Little House
Orientation Feelers drubbed Willi-
son B2 28-0 as Walters scored two
touchdowns.
Willison A3 got back at their re-
sidence rivals Little House Fight-
ing Machine with a 20-13 decision.
Bowman and Beckman each col-
lected two tds for the winners while
Corcoran counted both majors for
Little House.
In the only tie of the week, the
Willison Colts and Arts 111 Suds
saweiJoff at 19. Noting the peculiar
lack of originality in the Arts 111
name, I asked one Arts 111 player,
Rick Suddaby, whereit came from.
"Beats me", Rick was quoted as
saying. Suddaby, Ludgate and Gal-
lagher scored for Arts 111 while
Campbell, Ellis and Rumley
matched that output for Willison.
Standings are below.
Volleyball
All teams, men's and women's
willcontinue to play on Wednesday
nights. Times will alternate, one
weekthe women will start at 7:30,
men at 8, the next week the boys
will begin at 7:30, and so on. Each
match is two games long, so each
should be over in a half hour. All
courts are in action. Standings for
both leagues are below. Co-ed vol-
leyball started Tuesdaynight, more
teams are urged to come out.
Varsity Volleyball
The men's varsity volleyball
team will start practising on Oc-
tober 14. Twenty five guys showed
upfor the organizational meeting, a
very encouraging turnout.
Horesback Riding
Riding continues Monday even-
ings. Meet at the complex at 5:30
pm and rides to the ranch will be
provided. .
Hockey
The entry deadline for hockey is,
October 10, with action to start on
the 27. Teams and individuals are
reminded that a $2 fee must accom-
pany each individual's name when a
team or person enters. This is the
only costfor the whole season, and
will be used to defray the cost of
team tee-shirts.
Tournaments
Tennis
On October 13, a men's and
women's singles and mixed dou-
bles tournament willbe staged. The
entry deadline is next Monday.
Meanwhile instructional tennis
continues every Monday at 8 pm in
the complex.
Clubs
The Yoga and Karate clubs are
seeking more members. Yoga is on
Tuesday night and Karate is on
Monday night, both in the matroom
at 8 pm. Meanwhile Kung Fu rocks
on Wednesday and Thursday
nights.
Tamiae Hockey
Tamiae hockey starts'Sunday
night. All players are urged to
check schedules and are reminded
that either half ($10) or all year ice
time ($2O) must bepaid on this first
Sunday night.
Squash
Here are the dates and times for
the instructional squash class. To-
night (7:30pm), October 10(7 pm),
October 23 (7:30 pm), October 30
(7:30 pm), November 13(7:30 pm),
November 27 (7:30 pm) and De-
cember 5 (7 pm). Running shoes
must be worn in the court at all
times.
Bridge
Duplicate bridge continues to-
nightat 7:15 pm in the classroom of
the Complex. Winners of last
week's games were: N-S first Ed-
mond Chau and Edwin Lav, sec-
ond Edward and Monlisa Wang.
E-Wfirst Marc Kilgour and George
Wang, second Barry Lyon and
Rich Newbrough.
An unidentified ringer paved the
way for team no. 20 as they won
their opening touch football
game last week.
Sports Standings
SHORT SPORTS
OUAA Roundup
Toronto and Ottawa safe at top
in eastern division. In the west,
Guelph joined Waterloo in falling
from undefeated ranks as both
faced university competition for
the first time this season. While
Hawks kicked around the plum-
bers, Dave Pickett ancUhe boys led
Windsor to a 24-3 trouncing ofthe
Gryphons. Western eeked out a
48-3 cliffhanger over Mac, while
York lost their third last minute dc-
cision in as many weeks. McGill
beat them 16-14 as the Redmen
scored with 4 seconds remaining.
However, the Yeomen can take
solace in the fact that they are
scheduled to play Mac this
weekend. Should be joy in York-
town after that one...
NFL
Only surprise of the week was
Pittsburgh's failure to spill the
Juice as the Bills outclassed the
Steelers 30-21. Other games went
pretty well as planned as most bet-
tors gota return on the dough they
coughed up last week. Both Miami
and Oakland performed well after
first half snoozes, and Joe Willie
got the Jets off the ground against
the K-C Chiefs. New Orleans leads
the "optimistic offense" trophy
dash with one and a halfpoints per
game. The Saints justaren't march-
ing in...
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Touch Football Stand inns Wonen's Volleyball Men's Volleyball
Division A
Team W L T PTS
Division A
Tean W L PTS Team W I PTS
#6 10 0 2
#2.100 2
#3 10 0 2
f\ 0 I 0 0
#5 0 10 0
M oioo
#2 10 8 #2 4 0
#3 2 2 4 #3 2 2
#1 2 2 4 #4||
#4 2 2 4 #| 13
#6 0 2 0 #5 0 2
#5 0 2 0
8
4
2
2
0
D i vi s ion B
Division D
AI2 I '0 0 2
1*11 " I 0 0 2
#9 10 0 2
#7 0 10 0
#8 0 10 0
#10 0 10 0
#8 3 I
#7 3 I
#6 2 2
#10 0 2
#9 0 2,
6
6
4
2
2
Division C
#18 10 0 2
s
#16 I 0 0 2
#14 0 0 I |
#17 0 0 I I
#15 0 10 0
#13 0 I 0 0
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